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Opinion »

How Matisyahu Ban Backfired on BDS Backers
By J.J. Goldberg

Image: Getty ImagesAugust 21, 2015

I
t looked like a big coup for a small-time player when a pro-Palestinian group in Spain’s third-largest city, BDS Pais Valencia, 

managed to convince an international reggae festival to cancel a closing-night performance by the American ex-Hasidic star 

Matisyahu.

Instead, it blew up in its face. Spanish and international politicians, musicians and newspapers protested what appeared to be 

blatant anti-Semitism, singling out an American Jewish entertainer, demanding that he — and only he — endorse Palestinian 

statehood before organizers would let him take the stage, then issuing a humiliating cancellation when he refused. In the end, the 

festival reversed itself and apologized to Matisyahu. And on Friday morning the festival announced that Matisyahu had accepted their 

apology and would appear on the prestigious stage in the beachside resort of Benicassim, 50 miles north of Valencia.

The annual weeklong festival, Rototom Sunsplash, now in its 22nd year, is dedicated to the themes of “peace, equality, human rights 

and social justice.” It often holds forums and teach-ins on social issues, including the Middle East conflict. The BDS group said 

Matisyahu’s appearance would contravene those principles, because of his support of Israel and Zionism.

Rototom called on Matisyahu to issue a statement recognizing “the right of the Palestinian people to have their own State.” He 

refused. On August 16 the festival issued a statement canceling his performance. It catalogued its long years of support for human 

rights, including Palestinian rights. It protested that “the attacks it has suffered this week” from Palestinian activists were unjustified. 

And it then knuckled under to those unjustified attacks by canceling Matisyahu’s August 22 performance. BDS Pais Valencia was on the 

map. Or so it thought.
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“Rototom Sunsplash rejects anti-Semitism and any form of discrimination towards the Jewish community; we respect both their 

culture as religious beliefs and we sincerely apologize for what has occurred,” it announced on its website.

The World Jewish Congress responded to the reversal with a surprisingly grumpy acknowledgment. “The organizers have done the 

honorable thing and apologized,” the organization said in its statement. “However, this affair leaves us with a sour taste in our mouths. 

It was yet another example of how anti-Jewish attitudes, dressed up as vicious and unfair criticism of Israel, are still widespread, and 

are especially prevalent in a number of far-left global political parties.”

The statement also quoted a joint comment by WJC president Lauder and the president of the Federation of Jewish Communities in 

Spain. The duo said they “thank the organizers for realizing their mistake and for taking the necessary steps to remedy it. However, 

lessons must be learned from this affair.” They didn’t specify what the lessons might be.

Here are a few suggestions:

First, if you’re going to swing a big stick in the name of justice, check to make sure the other guy doesn’t have a bigger stick to swing in 

the name of his version of justice.

Second, get your facts straight before you go public. Case in point: BDS Pais Valencia wasn’t objecting to Matisyahu because he’s 

Jewish. Like it or not, it had a detailed list of specific statements and actions by the singer that the pro-Palestinian group found 

objectionable. One was a 2007 performance at a fundraiser for Friends of the Israel Defense Forces. Another was a June 2010 

interview with the Jewish Chronicle of London in which he emotionally defended the Israeli naval raid the previous month on a Gaza-

bound Turkish flotilla in which nine pro-Palestinian activists were killed. Israel came under substantial international criticism and its 

actions were condemned by one United Nations inquiry, as the BDS group noted. A separate, more in-depth U.N. inquiry was 

considerably less emphatic and was accepted by Israel as fair, but pro-Palestinian activists and sympathizers tend to consider the case 

— like most of what Israel does — still open.

A third complaint tells you more about the complainers than it does about Matisyahu. He performed this past March in Washington at 

the annual policy conference of AIPAC, the pro-Israel lobbying organization. BDS Valencia identifies it as “the pro-war, pro-

occupation Israel lobbying group.”

The thing is, the AIPAC concert was a shared bill. The other performer was Israeli folk-rocker David Broza, who’s closely identified 

with Israel’s Peace Now movement and a host of other Israeli-Palestinian peace and coexistence initiatives. AIPAC, it seems, has more 

room on its stage for a diversity of opinions than BDS Valencia would like the reggae festival to have.

The final complaint against Matisyahu tells you more about the singer’s soul than his politics. The BDS group claims that Matisyahu 

“has praised Israeli settlers stealing Palestinian land in the occupied West Bank and making the lives of Palestinians a living hell.” As 

evidence, it links to a February 2014 blog post that Matisyahu posted to accompany the release of a single, “Hard Way,” from his album 

“Akeda.” Akeda is Hebrew for “The Binding” (of Isaac).

The song, “Hard Way,” (lyrics, video) is a wrenching meditation on Matisyahu’s painful break with Chabad Hasidism. “… I’m not OK 

and I cannot stay,” he sings, “when the trees go bare and sky goes gray, when the medicine’s gone and the dog has strayed, when the 

hurricane hits and there’s no barricades…”

And the refrain that’s repeated throughout the song — and that might be the greatest lesson about the Spanish uproar — he sings: 

“Who am I to say? I know nothing it seems, until it’s way too late. I’m learning this the hard way.”
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The accompanying blog post is a moving narrative of his struggles with drugs and rebellion, his search for meaning, his discovery of 

Chabad and his realization — after he had already bound himself to the community with a marriage and children — that he found it 

stifling.

“Palace made of glass, thought that it might last,” he sings. “So afraid of change. Don’t do anything rash. But now I need my sight, more 

than ever before…”

In the blog post, the one person who comes through as a genuine friend and even savior — he describes him as a teacher and friend, 

and elsewhere as a spiritual mentor — is an unconventional Hasidic psychotherapist named Ephraim Rosenstein. Here’s how 

Matisyahu describes Rosenstein in the blog:

“Eventually I met an anti-establishment renegade Russian therapist/original thinker/Chassidic and Kabalistic creative wiz with a heart 

of gold and no fingers. They were shot off at point-blank range at his home in Hebron, where he lived with his family surrounded by 

Arabs in a trailer with no locks on the doors and bullet holes in the walls. Fearless and fuckin’ cool as shit! He came to Crown Heights 

every other week and we started intensive therapy and became close friends. I had found my teacher and friend and I began to heal.”

See? That’s where he “praised Israeli settlers,” according to BDS Valencia. Indeed, it does show tolerance for the settlement project, 

with perhaps an obliviousness to the political controversy that surrounds it. Does that quote constitute grounds for cancellation? 

There’s an old saying that silence implies consent, presumably meaning knowing silence. But what about obliviousness? What does 

that imply?

The Jerusalem Post and Ali Abunimah’s Electronic Intifada both quote — the Post approvingly, Abunimah critically — from a 2012 

Cornell Sun interview that’s no longer on the Web, in which Matisyahu apparently said there was no such thing as Palestine until after 

Israel came into being. That’s ignorant.

Abunimah charges that these incidents indicate that Matisyahu uses his fame to spread his views, and so should be held accountable. 

That’s a pretty broad judgment call. Some entertainers, like Roger Waters, Ted Nugent and the Indigo Girls, clearly make efforts to use 

their fame as a tool to spread their opinions. They deliberately tie their art to their politics, even though the politics doesn’t appear 

within the performance. They’re virtually asking to be judged by what they say off-stage.

At other times, an entertainer might offer a controversial opinion at a random moment that’s so glaring and offends so many people 

that it can’t be overlooked. In 2011, country music legend Hank Williams Jr. shared an opinion of President Obama on Fox News that 

got his music yanked from ESPN. A Williams song was the lead-in to the sports network’s weekly Monday Night Football broadcast. 

Williams told Fox and Friends that Obama playing golf with House Speaker John Boehner was “like Hitler playing golf with 

Netanyahu.”

The music was immediately replaced on the broadcast. It’s remained off permanently, despite Williams’ subsequent apology. The 

artist and the art became inseparable in too many minds. If you’re a country fan, you might well think that Williams didn’t deserve the 

permanent stigma. But Hank himself has acknowledged in the past, with a nod to his famed daddy, that perverse self-immolation is 

something of a family tradition.

As for Matisyahu’s views, the political ones seem to have been offered rarely, and in response to direct questions by interviewers. The 

ones he asks to be judged by are the ones he puts out intentionally, in his music. The one that’s essential to our present conversation is 

the observation that forms the refrain and spine of his stunningly personal confessional in “Hard Way”: “I know nothing, it seems, until 

it’s way too late. I’m learning this the hard way.” Yup.
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF THURSTON

)
KENT L. and LINDA DAVIS, JEFFREY )
and SUSAN TRININ; and SUSAN )
MAYER, derivatively on behalf )
of OLYMPIA FOOD COOPERATIVE, )

)
Plaintiffs, )

)
vs. ) No. 11-2-01925-7

)
GRACE COX; ROCHELLE GAUSE; ERIN )
GENIA; T.J. JOHNSON; JAYNE )
KASZYNSKI; JACKIE KRZYZEK; )
JESSICA LAING; RON LAVIGNE; HARRY)
LEVINE; ERIC MAPES; JOHN NASON; )
JOHN REGAN; ROB RICHARDS; SUZANNE)
SHAFER; JULIA SOKOLOFF; and )
JOELLEN REINECK WILHELM, )

)
Defendants. )

)

ORAL OPINION OF THE COURT
           

BE IT REMEMBERED that on the 27th day of February, 2012,

the above-entitled and numbered cause came on for hearing

before the Honorable Thomas McPhee, Judge, Thurston County

Superior Court, Olympia, Washington.

Kathryn A. Beehler, CCR No. 2448
Certified Realtime Reporter

Thurston County Superior Court
2000 Lakeridge Drive S.W.

Building 2, Room 109
Olympia, WA 98502
(360) 754-4370
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A P P E A R A N C E S

For the Plaintiffs: Robert M. Sulkin
Attorney at Law
McNaul Ebel Nawrot & Helgren
600 University Street
Suite 2700
Seattle, WA 98101-3143
206-467-1816
Rsulkin@mcnaul.com

For the Defendants: Bruce Edward Humble Johnson
Attorney at Law
- and -
Devin M. Smith
Attorney at Law
Davis Wright Tremaine, LLP
1201 3rd Avenue
Suite 2200
Seattle, WA 98101-3045
206-757-8069
Brucejohnson@dwt.com
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February 27, 2012 Olympia, Washington

MORNING SESSION

Department 2 Hon. Thomas McPhee, Presiding

Kathryn A. Beehler, Official Reporter

--o0o--

THE COURT: Please be seated. Good morning,

ladies and gentlemen. Welcome back to Superior

Court. I am disappointed that we could not be in the

larger courtroom to accommodate more people this

morning, but there was what appears to be a long and

contentious criminal case starting today. Hearings

began there at 8:30 this morning, and later in the

morning, and very probably before we are concluded

here, a large body of prospective jurors will come in

and occupy that room as they begin the process of

jury selection. So we are stuck here with a smaller

courtroom, which apparently does not accommodate

everyone. And for that our apologies.

Before I begin this morning with my opinion, I

have a couple of questions, one for each lawyer.

Mr. Sulkin, I'll begin with you. In your brief

arguing the issues raised on the constitutionality of

the statute, you refer to the evidence limitation

that's contained in the statute both as an issue of

burden of proof, measure of damages, and burden of
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SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF THURSTON

Department No. 2 Hon. Wm. Thomas McPhee, Judge

Kent and Linda Davis, et al., )
)

Plaintiffs, )
)

vs. ) No. 11-2-01925-7
) REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE

Grace Cox, et al., )
)

Defendants. )
               )           

STATE OF WASHINGTON )
) ss

COUNTY OF THURSTON )

I, Kathryn A. Beehler, Official Reporter of the Superior

Court of the State of Washington, in and for the county of

Thurston, do hereby certify:

That the foregoing pages, 1 through 36, inclusive,

comprise a true and correct transcript of the proceedings

held in the above-entitled matter, as designated by Counsel

to be included in the transcript, reported by me on the

27th day of February, 2012.

Kathryn A. Beehler, Reporter
C.C.R. No. 2248
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Board Meeting Minutes                   5/20/2010 
 
Attendance: Jon, Jackie, Joellen, Ron, Suzanne, Julia (facilitator), TJ, Harry,  
Fern (notes) 
 Absent: Jessica 
 Agenda 
Agenda Review/Announcements/Commitments/ Minutes  5 min 
Unexpected Guests                  5 min 
Boycott Proposal       15 min 
ACT Forum        15 min 
Board BPS Sub committee report/ BPC report                                  15 min 
Expansion Report       30 min 
Hiring Proposal       15 min 
Territorial Response       20 min 
Alaffia Response       5 min 
Shorebank Pacific Resolution      5 min 
Report From Portland (tabled)     10 min 
Brief committee reports      10 min 
Next Mtg Agenda/items/facilitators     5 min 
                    2 hrs 45  
Announcements 
None! 
 
Minutes – Consent / Stand Aside: Harry, Ron, Jackie, Suzanne 
 
Commitments – 
- Jackie will email Rob about writing the board report for newsletter due may 1  yes 
- Katherine will email strategic plan coordinator job description to the Board no 
- Julia and Jessica will email and then send it out no 
- All will read the bylaws especially with regards to staff/ board yes  
- Website- action about updating  no 
- The sink is plugged (office manager)   yes 
- Harry will email the ‘discussion document’ to board yes                                                               
- Jessica will attend the expansion forum on the 20th    No 

- Julia will attend the expansion forum on the 13th. yes 
- Marie is going to send an updated bag proposal to the board for next meeting no 
- The Board requests that the process of presenting the ACT proposal be written down. --
- The board would also requests an informational forum presented by the ACT, in which 
Maeanna volunteers.  
 
Boycott Proposal 
 Rochelle, Andrew and others represented a member interest in boycotting products from 
Israel. The MCAT has sent this request to the board as after working on it for a year 
could not consent to it. The members presented the nationally and internationally 
recognized boycott and feel that this is a humanitarian issue and needs to be addressed. 
They urge the board to participate in the boycott and in the non violent movement. Harry 



offers to write a proposal to staff and try for consent. Jessica requests that if the 
proposal does not make it thorough staff that those with blocking concerns come to the 
board to present those concerns.  
 
Proposal- The board proposes that the Harry write a Boycott Proposal following the 
outlined process and try for staff consent by the July meeting.   
  Consent 
   Stand Aside - Ron 
 
ACT Forum  
Maeanna gave an update on the ACT proposal and its recent round through staff 
meetings. It seemed that most staff had read the proposal prior to meetings. The ACT 
team also took great care in crafting the presentation breaking it into general topics and 
taking ‘temperature checks’. They also took great care in the process for gathering 
feedback. Three of the work groups seemed to be building towards consensus. In the 
fourth there were blocking concerns about the group evaluations. Overall staff received 
the document well. The ACT team will be presenting at the next round of work group 
meetings to finish gathering feedback on the rest of the proposal. They also will be 
releasing the feedback with responses to staff and will be setting up forums to deal with 
blocking concerns and building allies who are in support of group evals to do networking 
with in staff. It is hard to tell what will happen with the evals but Maeanna feels hopeful 
that staff will consent to the rest of the proposal. They don’t know if they will be testing 
for consent in the June meetings, but anticipate they will in July. The proposal could be 
passed without the eval system if they can not move through the block. ETCAT has been 
massaging the eval system and have made great changes, and worst-case scenario is this 
work would continue. Maeanna asked if the board would like their own informational 
accountability forum for their comprehension of the system. The board feels that if the 
proposal will not get consent through staff they will need a forum ASAP. The board 
requests another report from ACT at the next meeting in June.  
 
Board BPC Report 
 There is a new sub sub committee to attempt to write a document addressing staff 
structure, based on the ideas of streamlining staff structure and simplifying decision-
making processes. This document is due the first week of June. There are concerns about 
the sub sub committee being comprised of only staff, this may not give a very needed 
outside view. Jon is concerned that the larger issues are not being addressed, for example 
the decision making processes that involve all staff consenting to proposals. Staff 
restructuring is an enormous and nebulous project. Joellen recommends seeking an 
outside facilitator.  
 
BPC Report 
Second round of dept meetings have happened, and they have been awesome. The BPC is 
also excited about financial trainings being planned for these meetings.  
 
 
 



Expansion Report 
The Expansion team proposes that a time is set in June to discuss issues around 
expansion. This would allow the board and staff to complete the self-diagnostic tool 
readiness/assessment tool prior to the meeting in June. One option is to refocus to another 
location. Jessica requests that we discuss a lease option, as she has heard this request 
from the membership. The expansion team wonders where the priorities are in the 
organization as far as expansion goes. The board discussed in length that expansion is the 
priority, and other tasks that were identified in part of expansion have taken the helm.    
 
TJ will email out the self-diagnostic tool to the board. All will complete the survey and 
email it back to TJ. 
 
The Expansion meeting will be June 3rd 5:30-8:30. 
 
Hiring Proposal 
Staff has consented to the hiring proposal of hiring 4 people and the board wanted more 
discussion to be able to consent. Specifics of the hiring were discussed and the major 
concerns were around the development of the part time non collective workers piece. 
Julia would like more factual information in the future concerning personnel and hiring 
(i.e. how many hours are being worked by staff members on average, vacation frequency 
etc.) Jon would like to see the board set its priorities; others echo this desire and would 
like to schedule a retreat at the next meeting.  
 
Proposal - Four new collective members will be hired ASAP. 
     Consent 
  Stand Aside – Joellen 
 
Alaffia Response 
Alaffia has requested that we participate in advertising their annual bike donation drive 
for Togo. They would like us to hang posters in both stores.  
 
  Consent 
 
Shore Bank Pacific Resolution 
 See Harry 
 
  Consent 
  Stand Aside - Jackie 
 
Territorial Response 
The board discussed whether or not we want an appeals process for vendors and 
members. There is a grievance process for conflict and not for appealing a decision that a 
department manager makes concerning product selection. Perhaps development of an 
appeals process might warrant a board staff committee. The board supports the manager 
in the decision that was made. And remind that we reserve the right to change our mind 



about stocking your product. We will give him the process options of a grievance process 
through personnel or give the option to write an article for the newsletter. 

Eric will write a response to territorial and email out to all.  
 
Committee Reports 
Finance 

First quarter reports have been released with great results!! 
Margin and sales are up at both stores.  
Harry will get clarification on credit versus debit charges. 

 
Jessica reminds that two committees need more representation Eco planning and 
Standing Hiring. 
 
Next Meeting/ Facilitator/Eval 
 Facilitator – Rob 
June 17th 2010 
 
Commitments 

 The board proposes that the Harry write a Boycott Proposal following the 
outlined process and try for staff consent by the July meeting.   

 TJ will email out the self-diagnostic tool to the board. All will complete the 
survey and email it back to TJ. 

 Eric will write a response to territorial and email out to all.  
 Harry will get clarification on credit versus debit charges 
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